
Water Policy Update - Summer 2022

The 2021-22 legislative session is now complete, with both the Assembly and the Senate ending
their work in early March.

Legislation that WI Lakes followed this session:

● Act 100/AB919/SB867 - Shoreland zoning buffer clarification
This new law clarifies language regarding the access and viewing corridor in a shoreland buffer area.

Previously, to require maintenance of an existing vegetative buffer in place when the shoreland zoning

statute was amended in 2015 (sec. 59.692, Wis Stats), a county shoreland zoning ordinance was

required to allow waterfront property owners a viewing corridor to the water of 35 feet for every 100

feet of shoreland frontage. Though not the intent of the original author, this meant that a lot 199 feet

wide got 35 feet of corridor while a 200 foot lot got 70 feet of corridor. The new law, after several

amendments, now requires a county to allow property owners an access and viewing corridor of at

least 10 feet or at least 35% of the shoreland frontage with a maximum width of 200 feet. The bill also

adds a DNR permitted bridge to the list of structures allowed in the shoreland setback. IN FAVOR. Bill

passed and signed into law.

● AB852/SB802 - Selling Land Purchased Under the Stewardship Fund This bill would

have allowed a non-profit conservation organization or local government to sell land purchased under

a Knowles-Nelson Stewardship grant so long as it repays the grant with interest. In the opinion of WI

Lakes, this subverted the intent of the Stewardship program and likely would subvert the intent of

donors who helped with cost share on those purchases. OPPOSED The bill failed to pass.

● AB897/SB894 - Peer review of administrative rules
This bill would have allowed the legislature or a party regulated by an administrative rule that is based

on scientific studies, data, methods, or “other scientific information” to request an external “peer

review” of the rule. In the opinion of WI Lakes, this would subject rulemakings to undue delay and

allow an industry to block a rulemaking it opposed. The bill also required comments from regulated

entities prior to the issuance of a scope statement, and allowed outside parties to influence the

setting of groundwater standards. OPPOSED The bill failed to pass.

● AB727/SB677 & AB728/SB678 - Water Quality Bills
These two bills resurrected the handful of beneficial bills that came out of the Speaker’s Task Force on

Water Quality from a few years ago. Mostly geared at provisions that mitigate nitrate pollution in

drinking water, they hardly go far enough, but are at least a first, small step. The bill of the two which

did not pass included a provision opening lake and river grant eligibility to producer-led councils, which

would have helped foster collaboration between lakes and farmers and lead to some good projects. IN

FAVOR AB727/SB677 passed and is now law. The other bill did not pass.



● AB505/SB494 - Tipping Aquatic Plant Mgmt to Chemical Treatment
This bill undercut an ongoing rulemaking (see below) and would have tipped the playing field towards

chemical treatments for aquatic plant management, potentially exempted thousands of waterbodies

from permitting for chemical applications, and changed the focus of APM from managing for a healthy

and stable native plant community to a strategy of eradicating invasive and nuisance vegetation.

OPPOSED VETOED by Governor Evers

● AB209/SB234 - Unneeded funding for lake biomanipulation projects This bill as

originally written would have provided $150,000 in this biennium to biomanipulation projects (e.g.

carp removal). WI Lakes believes that the funding is unneeded due to the limited instances when

biomanipulation is a sensible strategy (it treats symptoms not root causes and hence is of less

usefulness to treat water quality) and that the practice would be fundable under current surface water

grants if warranted. After passing out of both committees the author offered an amendment that

would create an ongoing appropriation every biennium out of the Environmental Fund. DNR funds are

tight as it is and this is an unnecessary raid on the fund. OPPOSED Failed to pass.

ADMINISTRATIVE RULEMAKINGS

● NR107 - Aquatic Plant Management. This DNR rulemaking would shift the focus of the aquatic plant

management program in the state to a more holistic approach that would, in the opinion of WI Lakes,

lead to more effective, sustainable management of aquatic plant communities. The rule would

combine rules for chemical and non-chemical treatments under one chapter of the code, better define

“private ponds” to make gaining treatment of such waterbodies less burdensome, and change some

planning and other requirements for larger scale treatments. The rule would increase costs for some

permits in order to meet department costs to administer the program, but WI Lakes believes that in

many cases another provision allowing management plans to be extended for up to five years would

reduce planning costs for groups and thus offset the increase in fees. In general the department is

moving the program in a positive direction. The rules are through the public comment period and are

pending approval by the Natural Resources Board (expected this year) and the legislature (expected in

2023).


